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 Lecturing won't do; a close season of the subjects should be set for
 the platform, pulpit, and Press; and cranks must be firmly told
 that they cannot have the workman for a plaything, their panaceas
 must be turned down, and they must be told to mind their own
 business. The worker is not a spoilt child to be alternately

 coddled and spanked; he would readily respond to fair treatment,
 such as the removing of "thou shalt not " from him and applying
 it to the exploiters who prey upon him. Had the Government
 meted out stern justice to all such, it would have steadied his
 confidence in the even-handed administration of the'law.

 Unrest and discontent can only be allayed by the removal of

 the causes. The following are some of the palliatives: Highly
 centralised trade unions should arrange for a considerable measure
 of local autonomy; galling war restrictions should immediately
 be removed; homes fit for heroes should be something more than
 schemes on paper; food and clothing of a good quality should be
 procurable without speculators extorting ransom; the aged and
 infirm, the widow and the child should be tended in a more
 generous fashion; military pensions and allowances should be
 equitably adjusted; there should be an immediate shortening of
 the working day; the number of holidays should be at least
 doubled; the Wages (Temporary Regulation) Act, 1918, should
 be made a permanent measure; and the more outstanding flaws
 remedied in the Employers' Liability and Workmen's Compensa-
 tion Acts.

 It must not be forgotten that the war has brought about a great
 awakening, and men will not be content to be mere parts of the
 wealth-producing machine. Aspirations formerly latent, or at
 least only dimly realised, are now goals which must be reached.
 Given a political outlet, things can be rectified. To exercise
 restraint or raise obstacles is to play with fire and let loose the

 forces of revolutionary anarchy.

 THOMAS WILSON,

 Secretary, Edinburgh Bakers' and Confectioners' Union

 OFFER OF PRIZES FOR ESSAYS ON CERTAIN ECONOMIC SUBJECTS,
 AND CONDITIONS OF COMPETITIONS.

 THE attention of readers of the ECONOMIC JOURNAL is called

 to an offer by the proprietors of the Statist of an award of 1,000
 guineas "for the best scheme for dealing with the Empire's debt
 created by the war "; to the prizes of 25,000 francs, 20,000
 francs, and 10,000 francs, etc., offered by the Travers-Borgstroem
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 Foundation of the University of Berne for " A critical study of
 the organisation of credit in a given country and proposals for
 its nationalisation "; and to the prize offered by the Nobel
 Institute for " An account of the history of the Free Trade Move-
 ment in the nineteenth century and its bearings on the Inter-
 national Peace Movement." Particulars of these competitions
 are given below.

 I.-THE "STATIST" OFFER.

 The proprietors of the Statist offer an award of 1,000 guineas
 for the best scheme for dealing with the Empire's debt created
 by the War.

 The scheme submitted must be practical, non-Party, informa-
 tive and original. It must be governed by economic conditions
 within the Empire, and a due regard to our political, economic,
 and commercial relations with other countries.

 The basic principles underlying money and trade, and the
 duty of those who control wealth and encourage production must
 be observed.

 The proprietors of the Statist, while they invite each com-
 petitor to state his case in his own way, nevertheless desire to
 point out that where data or figures are employed it will be
 necessary to quote their source and authenticity.

 Utopian ideas or chimerical schemes are not invited.
 It will be a commendation if the scheme submitted can be

 instituted and made a practical working plan without dislocating
 to any great extent vested interests, and has at the same time
 the object in view of creating higher efficiency, increased pro-
 duction and the betterment of the conditions of the people.

 A plan that could be easily adapted to modern conditions and
 made operative in the shortest possible time would have much
 to commend it.

 Authoritative and competent judges will be asked to determine
 the values of the schemes submitted. Their names will be
 published in due course.

 CONDITIONS-A.

 The competition is open only to British and Colonial born
 subjects within the Empire.

 Every scheme submitted must have in view the maintenance,
 the integrity, the strength and the defence of the Empire, that
 its adoption will be of the highest advantage to the Empire's
 interests and needs.
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 The present system of education in the Universities, Public,
 Elementary and State-controlled Schools should come under
 review.

 Competitors should be as concise as possible, and they should
 conclude their remarks with a summary of their proposal
 sufficiently clear to form; the basis of instructions to a Parlia-
 mentary draughtsman.

 The award will be given to that essay which is best calculated
 to place the end in view within the range of practical attainment.

 CONDITIONS-B.

 Essays should be typewritten, on one side of the paper only.
 No limit is fixed for contributions submitted, but 15,000

 words should not be exceeded.
 Each essay to bear a nom de plume or number, and be accom-

 panied by a sealed envelope bearing outside the nom de plume or
 number, and inside the real name and address of the writer.

 The decision of the judges to be final and to be made public
 as soon as they have made their award.

 In the event of the judges considering two essays of equal
 merit, or in the event of disagreement between the judges, power
 is reserved to divide the prize.

 The Statist reserves to itself the right to publish, in whole or
 in part, the prize essay or essays, and to make selections from
 unsuccessful essays.

 Unsuccessful essays will be returned to competitors.
 With the view of encouraging opinion from the most outlying

 of the Empire's Colonies and Dependencies, the closing date for
 receiving essays is extended until December 1, 1919.

 Competitors requiring further information on the subject will
 be good enough to mark their letters " National Debt Scheme,"
 addressed to The Editor, The Statist, 51, Cannon Street, London,
 E.C. 4.

 II.-REGULATIONS1 FOR THE INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION OF THE
 TRAVERS-BORGSTROEM FOUNDATION.

 (Prizes instituted at the University of Berne.)

 Article 1. The subject of the international competition, referred
 to in the Deed of Foundation, is as follows:

 "THE NATIONALISATION OF CREDIT."

 "A critical study of the organisation of credit in a given
 country, ana proposals for its nationalisation."

 1 There are some curtailments from the full published circular.
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 The competitors are to examine the fiscal and economic
 advantages which may be expected from such nationalisation.
 Their task will comprise:

 A. The elaboration of a general programme for the establish-
 ment in a given country of a State monopoly of banking and
 insurance on a. purely commercial basis.

 B. The drafting of a law for that particular country, relative
 to the creation and organisation of the above-mentioned monopoly,
 to.gether with measures providing against any violation of such law.

 C. Statistics regarding the present economic and financial
 conditions of the country in question, compared with those exist-
 ing prior to the war, and a complete estimate of the necessary
 expenses for starting the new monopoly and operating the same.

 Annexed to these regulations and forming part thereof is a
 personal statenment by the Founder concerning the nature of the
 competition.

 Art. 2. The competition is open to everyone, without dis-
 tinction of nationality or profession.

 Art. 4. The essays are to be presented to the Board of Manage-
 ment not later than March 31st, 1922. They may be written in
 English, French, German or Italian, must bear no signature, and
 be type-written on one side of the paper only. Each essay must
 be presented in duplicate and bear a motto, chosen by the author,
 and be accompanied by a sealed letter, marked with the same
 motto on the envelope, and containing the name and address of
 the author. These envelopes will be opened immediately after
 the jury has rendered its decision.

 Any competitor may, however, add a declaration on his
 envelope to the effect that, in case of non-success, both copies
 of his essay, as well as the sealed envelope, shall be destroyed.

 Art. 5. The final result of the competition will be published
 before the close of the year 1922.

 Art. 6. The Board of Management may, in agreement with the
 Founder, postpone the dates for the presentation of the essays
 and the announcement of the results.

 Art. 7. There can be no appeal against the decision of the jury.
 Art. 8. The following prizes will be awarded:
 A. Three principal prizes:

 First prize: 25,000 frs.
 Second prize: 20,000 frs.
 Third prize: 10,000 frs.

 for the three best essays on any country or countries whatsoever,
 which the jury may deem of sufficient importance and interest.
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 B. After the three principal prizes have been awarded,
 fifteen accessory prizes of three thousand francs each will be
 distributed for the best essays on any of the following ten
 countries: Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Holland, Italy,
 Japan, Russia, Switzerland, United States of America, or on any
 country belonging to one of the following five groups:

 Central and South America; Austria-Hungary and the
 Balkans; the British Empire; Spain and Portugal; the
 Scandinavian States.

 A memoir on one or several States belonging to a Federation,
 on a Dominion or a Colony will likewise be admitted to the compe-
 tition.

 Winners of principal prizes will be excluded, as a matter of
 course, from the competition for the accessory prizes.

 Should there be only one essay on any country or group of
 countries, tfie accessory prize intended for that country or group
 of countries shall be granted to its author, unless the jury esteem
 the work of insutlcient merit.

 Art. 9. The rights of authorship of the prize essays are
 reserved to their respective authors. In order to enable the
 latter to make use of their rights, one of the original copies will
 be returned to them shortly after the close of the competition.
 The second copy is to remain with the Founder, who shall have
 the right of using, gratuitously, any passage or passages whatso-
 ever that he may wish to incorporate and publish in a collective
 study or in a special work of his own, either in the original text
 or in a translation of the same, making in every case proper
 mention of the author's name.

 Of the remaining essays one copy will at once be returned to
 the author. The other copy will be returned only after the lapse
 of one year. Should the Founder wish to make use of such essay,
 after the manner stipulated for the prize essays, he must make a
 special arrangement with the author. .

 Berne, November 24th, 1917.

 The Board of Management:

 PROF. DR. E. BLUMENSTEIN.

 PROF. DR. E. R6THLIBERGER.

 PROF. DR. J. H. GRAF.

 PERSONAL STATEMENT OF FOUNDER.

 In a little pamphlet called " The Triumph of Organisation
 and the Price of It," I have set forth in general, and necessarily
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 somewhat vague, terms my views on the desirability of nationalis-
 ing borrowing and lending at interest. I have done this, not as a
 Socialist, but as a one-tim-e Liberal, shaken in his faith during
 the war by the bankruptcy of so many principles hitherto accepted
 as immutable.

 This pamphlet was and is intended to be an introduction
 to a more comprehensive work, entitled The Nationalisation of
 Credit, the materials for which I am at present engaged in
 collecting. In this work I hope to be able to come forward with
 facts and figures which will serve to convince the most critical of
 the very considerable revenues that may be made to flow into the
 State coffers by the institution of a monopoly such as the one
 here proposed, not only without putting any extra burden upon
 the shoulders of the unfortunate tax-payer, but with direct benefit
 to the nation in its econom-ic development at home and abroad.
 At the same time it will be my aim to create, if possible, an
 international type of financial monopoly, capable of being
 adapted to the exigencies of every civilised country.

 In these days of disordered communication and war censor-
 ship, I have found it a matter of some difficulty to procure the
 legal texts and complete statistics which I require from the various
 countries in question. It has therefore occurred to me that I
 might further my object by establishing an international compe-
 tition on this same subject, " The Nationalisation of Credit,"
 which I am proposing to develop later on in my intended work,
 but treated from a more special point of view, and limited to some
 particular country, chosen at the discretion of the competitors.
 Such of these latter as may have the advantage of residing in the
 country chosen will be in a comparatively favourable position to
 procure the necessary materials, and to comment upon the same
 from a, local or national point of view. By putting together the
 essentials of these different national schemes, it will be my
 ambition to create the international type of which I have made
 mention above.

 To insure impartiality, the competition has been placed under
 the patronage of the University of Berne, which Institution has
 consented to assume the control of it and to appoint an Inter-
 national Jury for the exaniination of the competing essays and
 the final adjudication of the prizes.

 In an investigation of this kind, it is a primary condition
 that the works sent in shall give proof of serious and exhaustive
 inquiry into the subject in question, and embrace a scientific
 presentation and examination of it. The competitors are there-
 No. 116.-vOL. XXIX. C C
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 fore expected to bring forward and analyse all reasonable argu-
 ments that can be urged against the proposed nationalisation of
 credit.

 It follows, however, from the nature of the competition that
 the prizes can only be awarded to works in which the policy of
 nationalising credit is expressly endorsed. As a further funda-
 mental condition it is stipulated that the organisation and
 development of the projected State monopoly shall be planned
 upon strictly business lines, and safeguarded from all undue
 political and bureaucratic influence, or philanthropic tendencies.

 How to attain this end, is left to the discretion of the com-
 petitors. Except in the fundamentals just mentioned, full
 liberty is given them to develop the subject as they may judge
 best. It is suggested, however, as one of maniy alternatives, that
 the principle of mutuality might be introduced as a complement
 to that, of nationalisation, and the control of the monopoly given
 to the clientale, or to certain categories of the same. Indeed, on
 approaching the matter with an open mind, and with due regard
 to the signs of the times, the student might well be struck by the
 possibilities of this economic co-operation between the State and
 the individual, this " State-mutualism " as one might call it,
 and be led to see in it the corner stone on which to raise the new
 financial edifice. As regards banking more especially, it might
 appeal to his imagination to evolve some national system of
 mutual credit insurance, voluntary or compulsory-a network of
 associations, perhaps, created by Government initiative for the
 purpose of guaranteeing the Sta-te Bank from bad debts, and
 endowed, in return, with the privilege of participating, through
 their representatives, in the appointment and supervision of the
 bank management. He might even go a step further, and seek
 to establish an actual organic rapport between these Associations
 and the new monopoly, by providing that delegates of the former
 shall take part in the daily transactions of the State Bank as real,
 active members of the administration, both central and local, in
 the capacity- of plenipotentiary assessors to the permanent
 directors and managers. Apart from their primary functions of
 guarantee and control, these mutual associations could in this
 way be made to act as good lubricating oil on the bureaucratic
 engine, and save it from its natural tendency gradually to lower
 the speed.

 Passing to the internal order, the competitors will no doubt
 have overstepped the limits fixed by the founder. For, although,
 as the word " nationalisation" intimates, the monopoly in
 question is conceived as a purely State concern, placed under
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 the sole and inalienable ownership of the nation, to the exclusion
 of the old principle of privileged private capital in semi-official
 institutions, yet there is nothing to prevent its being based
 upon an intimate co-operation with its clients-debtors and
 creditors-or with mutualistically organised combinations of the
 same. As to the working of it, the machinery is there. The Post
 Office is already one vast national and international banking and
 insurance system, only needing development. The possible
 advantages of this suggestion should be balanced against its
 possible disadvantages.

 Passing to the internal order, the competitors will no doubt
 of themselves perceive the justice and necessity of retaining the
 old staff, on terms no less favourable than at present. Future
 appointments would be made in accordance with the sound
 business principle that merit, and not seniority, shall be the sole
 consideration in matters of advancement. At the same time,
 the directors and high central officials should be assured of a
 generous share in the net profits of the whole, so as to be placed
 economically on a level with the great captains of industry and
 commerce. The managers of the various departments and
 branch offices should have their share in the results, each within
 his own respective sphere of influence. Nor should the rank
 and file be forgotten, but receive in addition to their fixed salary
 some suitable percentage, proportionate to the success of their
 efforts. The mutualistic principle would thus have been applied
 from one end of the ladder to the other, so that no good worker
 need have reason to regret the change.

 By the incorporation of some such maxims in the charter of
 the monopoly, we should have introduced a new element into
 the official world, and, so to say, have Americanised the bureau-
 cratic idea in at least one State institution.

 The above suggestions are mere suggestions, to be accepted
 or rejected by the competitors. Other methods are equally per-
 missible, so long as the two fundamentals insisted upon are kept
 in mind, viz., the nationalisation principle and the business
 principle. The founder is optimistic enough to believe that by
 the union of these two opposing principles of State ownership
 and business organisation it should not be found impossible to
 build up an efficient and popular financial monopoly, a happy
 combination of " Etatisme " and mutualism, of centralisation
 and devolution, of authority and democracy.

 Clarens (Switzerland). ARTHUR TRAVERS-BORGSTROEM

 cc 2
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 III.-THE OFFER OF THE NOBEL INSTITUTE.

 The Norwegian Nobel Institute aninounces that it has decided
 to offer for international competition the following subject:

 An account of the history of the Free Trade Movement in the
 nineteenth century and its bearings on the International Peace
 Movement.

 The essays can be written in English, French or German, or
 in one of the Scandinavian languages.

 The author of the prize essay will be remunerated with

 Kr.5,000.00-five thousand Norwegian crowns. His work will
 then become the property of the Norwegian Nobel Institute.

 The essays, bearing an epigraph and accompanied with a
 sealed envelope containing the name of the author, must be sent
 in to the Norwegian Nobel Institute, 19 Drammensvei, Chris-
 tiania, before July 1st, 1922.

 RECENT OFFICIAL PAPERS

 The Covenant of the League of Nations2 wvith a Commentary
 thereon. [Cmd. 151.] 2d.

 Treaty of Peace between the Allied and Associated Powers and
 Germany. [Cmd. 153.] 4s. 6d.

 Reply of the Allied and Associate-d Powers to the Observations
 of the German Delegation on the Conditions of Peace. [Cmd. 258.]
 lld.

 Declaration by the Governments of the United States of America,
 Great Britain, and France in regard to the Occupation of the Rhine
 Provinces. [Cmd. 240.] lid.

 Anglo-French Treaty (Defence of France) Act, 1919. lid.
 Treaty of Peace Act, 1919. 1Id.

 Report of Food Conditions in Germany. [Cmd. 280.] 9d.

 Economic Conditions prevailing in Germany. Further Reports
 by British Officers, April, 1919. [Cmd. 54.] 3d.

 Bolshevism in Russia, or Revolutionary Socialism in Practice.
 Extracts from Reports to British Foreign Office on Bolshevism in
 Rusaia. Pp. 66. Department of Social Economics. 6d.

 Royal Commission on the Income Tax. First instalment of the
 Minutes of Evidence with Appendices. [Cmd. 288-1.] 2s. 6d.
 Second instalment . . [Cmd. 288-2.] 2s. 4d. These instal-
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